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3 critic with little directly to say about poetry or poets. 5 Indeed, what really unites Ruskin and Wordsworth here is not the motif of inheritance so much as that of poetic exhaustion: neither man had a creatively significant poem ahead of him, no real ripening of poetic talent to come, such that their 1839 meeting speaks quietly of endings rather than continuities. Measured by acclaim, Ruskin's Newdigate success marked the summit of his poetic career, despite the ample evidence of craft and industry found in his surprisingly large body of published poems. 6 Like many of them, the recited poem 'Salsette and Elephanta' is revealing for its sustained interest in the dynamics of light. Written in the nascent phase of Ruskin's literary career, it already discloses an aesthetic preoccupation with the way light behaves as an agent of visibility and, to adapt a phrase from Modern Painters I, an illustrator of nature. 7 The same may be said of many of Ruskin's poems, as I will explore here. Light effects of different kinds, serving distinct poetic ends, can be discerned with remarkable regularity across his works, including in his poetic juvenilia, in ways that refract, as it were, the influence of second-generation Romantic poets more noticeably than that of Wordsworth. As in Modern Painters, Ruskin's interest lies not just in the scenic mood conferred by a light source and its play upon objects, but also in the eye's subtle attentional shifts that make it possible to register light and atmosphere as observable objects in themselves, that is to say, as the ends rather than the means of perceptual action. Several of Ruskin's works develop this serious concern with the materiality of light. The opening lines of 'Salsette and Elephanta', for example, set up a vividly expectant twilight:
'Tis eve-and o'er the face of parting day
Quick smiles of summer lightning flit and play;
In pulses of broad light, less seen than felt, 4 They mix in heaven, and on the mountains melt;
Their silent transport fills the exulting air-'Tis eve, and where is evening half so fair? 8 (1-6)
An orientialist purpose may underwrite this evocative dusk -Salsette and Elephanta being two islands close to Bombay, both known for elaborate caves dating from Indian antiquity, which Ruskin had learned about from European sources such as the travel writing of James Silk Buckingham -but such manifest exoticising draws on a material language of light that begins to anticipate the Ruskin who became so well practised in observing sunsets, cloud forms, and skies closer to home. 9 The lines carefully contrast exhausted day with revitalising bursts of lightning, these 'pulses of broad light' supplying a panorama of visual energy that appears to be 'felt' as much as seen. Their electric dynamism, mixing, melting, and transporting in the air, guides the poem towards the real subject of its narrative (the carvings of Hindu gods, rites, and myths seen nocturnally in the caves) while looking forward to its final movement which welcomes a different kind of light to the islands, namely the redemptive light of eventual Christianisation. First, the darkling mood of the oriental nocturne operates as a dim backcloth for the thrill of luminous spectacle. Elephanta is first invoked with a simile linking it to the mind's unconscious: 'dark Isle! whose shadow on the sea / Lies like the gloom that mocks our memory' (65-66). In this antique land, gathering shadow and shade invigorate life. Likewise, Salsette, a place 'girt with gloom' (51), quickly falls into superstitious half-lit routines: 7 The Indian maiden, through the scented grove, Seeks the dim shore, and lights the lamp of love;
In his memoir
The pious peasant, awe-struck and alone,
With radiant garland crowns the purple stone, And shrinks, returning through the starlit glade, When breezes stir the peepul's sacred shade (37-42)
Unlike the Indian maiden of Keats's Endymion, which serves, as Nigel Leask has noted, as a 'critique and revision' of the dream of the 'veiled maid' in Shelley's Alastor, Ruskin's feminine figure remains mute, without song, and barely eroticised. 13 The scene's sensuous gloom rather recalls the embowered paganist imagery in Keats's 'Ode to Psyche' (groves, shrines, incense), while being less consciously aware of locating, or building, such sacred space out of the mind's own 'shadowy thought', as Keats's poem does. 14 Ruskin's maiden's solemn ritual gesture of rekindling sacred light in the oriental grove is swiftly followed by another indexical sight, this time a tree-worshipping peasant, who appears primarily for his or her typicality. The maiden is framed by lamplight, while the peasant's 'radiant' floral offering at the foot of the tree is glimpsed by starlight, which creates a 'sacred shade' of its own. Ruskin's notes to the poem show that he knew this to be a superstitious light effect, said in Hinduism to attract the dead. 15 If seemingly unthreatening at this point in the poem, these two figures usher in a dreamlike state that leads to 'Night's fitful visions' (246) of the caves' carvings of 'ghastly idols' (60). Wonderment and awe will blend, at the poem's climax, with night terror. According to one of Ruskin's sources on Indian antiquity, the orientalist Thomas
Maurice, certain details in the excavated spaces were 'inexpressibly savage and terrible'. Ruskin fails to absorb from Maurice is further evidence that such solar superstition was united with early Hindu astronomy and scientific culture. 20 Others, too, such as James Mill in his widely known History of British India (1817), read the islands not simply as sites of mystery but rather as expressions of major aesthetic achievement. For Mill, the cave of Elephanta, 'from its magnitude, has given birth to the supposition of high civilization among the Hindoos'. 21 Cave temples on both islands, most likely constructed in the seventh or eighth century, were remarkable hewn structures which survived later Muslim iconoclasm, 'less statements of power than statements of faith', as the historian Romila Thapar puts it. 22 Yet in Ruskin's visionary sequence, the carvings of the Hindu pantheon and 'sacred cohorts' (230) are unsubtly primitivised, calculatedly fashioned as the macabre prelude to the arrival of Ruskin's redeeming God at the end of the narrative, who will 'dart / His beams through the caverns of the heart' (249) and 'vindicate the temple for His own' (251).
If it is difficult to gauge Ruskin's poetic influences precisely, the neoclassicism of the Newdigate judges goes some way to explaining the formal and ideological shape of 'Salsette and Elephanta'. Clough's rival poem of that title, for example, similarly looks to demonstrate its metrical dexterity using the heroic couplet, in Augustan fashion, and ends by picturing the civilising illumination of a coming dawn ('Till Earthly Night far spent already end / And the full orb in cloudless light ascend'). 23 But the differences between them are more revealing.
As Evelyn Greenberger has claimed, Clough's most direct debt is to Wordsworth, as can be 11 seen in his poem's allusive nods to 'Resolution and Independence' and the Immortality Ode, and the central poetic image of his 'Salsette and Elephanta' is that of water. 24 'tis like thy light.
Imagination! which from earth and sky,
And from the depths of human fantasy,
As from a thousand prisms and mirrors, fills
The Universe with glorious beams, and kills Error, the worm, with many a sun-like arrow
Of its reverberated lightning. 27 Shelley's figuration of the imagination's radiant energy and power draws on the physical language of light, on its beams, reverberating lightning, and arrow-like direction (or one might say its rectilinear movement). He finds a way of apprehending its material force while surpassing the limits of scientific understanding.
Ruskin shared this enjoyment of light in motion -its beauteous diffusion across physical space, as in 'the rays that bless, / They come, they come' ('Salsette and Elephanta', 1 The most detailed treatment of the speech and its relation to the Oxford Movement can be
